
Welcome back to Spring term 2 and a big hello from Shark class 

 

I can’t believe we are already halfway through such a busy and exciting year. The children have 

returned full of fun and half term adventures ready to start a new theme. This term our theme 

is Darwin’s Delights. The children will be exploring the world in the footsteps of the great 

scientist Charles Darwin, visiting exotic islands and discovering new and previously unknown 

species.  

 
 

                                                                
 

 

                                                                                         
 

Quick reminder: Children will continue to take part in PE specialist coaching every Tuesday at 

Tollfield Campus and must bring a complete PE kit including suitable shoes (not the shoes they 

have worn for school), a Fishtoft Academy PE T shirt and shorts or tracksuit bottoms. Trainer- 

style and casual, canvas shoes are not suitable for everyday school wear. Please help us to 

maintain our excellent, very smart appearance both within school and in the wider community. 

In science we will be looking at 

the theme of evolution including 

how creatures change and evolve 

to suit their ever changing 

environments. 
 

In Literacy we shall start with 

the theme of Fantastic Beasts 

and where to find them, creating 

and recording beasts of our own. 
 

On Wednesday March 14th we shall be 

exploring the grounds of Belton House tracing 

the locations and events from the book 

Moondial. On return to school, we shall be 

writing our own fantasy, time travelling story 

full of ghosts and strange events. 

Well done to the children who won a book in 

our end of term assembly for 25 reads or 

more at home. The highest score was Lacey 

Newton with more than 50 reads to an adult 

signed in her reading diary. All the class have 

chosen a book as a prize which is reserved in 

a safe box, ready to be awarded to them- if 

they read 25 times or more to an adult at 

home and have their reading diary signed. 


